Spectrum of genetic diversity and networks of clonal organisms
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Clonal reproduction characterizes a wide range of species including clonal plants in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and clonal microbes such as bacteria and parasitic protozoa, with a key role in human health and ecosystem processes. Clonal organisms present a particular challenge in population genetics because, in addition to the possible existence of replicates of the same genotype in a given sample, some of the hypotheses and concepts underlying classical population genetics models are irreconcilable with clonality. The genetic structure and diversity of clonal populations were examined using a combination of new tools to analyse microsatellite data in the marine angiosperm Posidonia oceanica. These tools were based on examination of the frequency distribution of the genetic distance among ramets, termed the spectrum of genetic diversity (GDS), and of networks built on the basis of pairwise genetic distances among genets. Clonal growth and outcrossing are apparently dominant processes, whereas selfing and somatic mutations appear to be marginal, and the contribution of immigration seems to play a small role in adding genetic diversity to populations. The properties and topology of networks based on genetic distances showed a ‘small-world’ topology, characterized by a high degree of connectivity among nodes, and a substantial amount of substructure, revealing organization in subfamilies of closely related individuals. The combination of GDS and network tools proposed here helped in dissecting the influence of various evolutionary processes in shaping the intra-population genetic structure of the clonal organism investigated; these therefore represent promising analytical tools in population genetics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The considerable progress achieved during the last decades in molecular biology and biotechnologies has greatly enhanced the potential of molecular markers for studying the process of evolution in natural populations in the framework of population genetics. As the empirical basis for population genetics is broadened, it is increasingly clear that the theoretical constructs under which population analyses are traditionally conducted involve assumptions that are often violated in natural scenarios, such as the random mating, equilibrium (Wright 1931), and non-overlapping generations commonly assumed for interpreting statistics on population genetic composition and structure (Hey & Machado 2003). The summary statistics used in population genetics to estimate relevant parameters such as departure from panmixia or the population structure indeed rely on theoretical and mathematical models that involve the adoption of a somewhat narrow range of underlying parameters and demographic models; this greatly limits the scope of demographic situations that can be accurately explored (Hey & Machado 2003). Among others, three examples in which the assumptions underlying the classical Wright–Fisher model (Wright 1931) of population genetics are violated are the cases of endangered and of invasive species, as well as pathogenic species exhibiting recurrent fluctuations in population size linked to epidemiologic events.
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These are among the type of species most studied in evolutionary ecology or molecular epidemiology, precisely because they exhibit population dynamics that strongly depart from equilibrium, which very much limits the interpretation of classical population genetics statistics. These constraints on the application of conventional metrics of population genetic structure are even more evident for clonal organisms, the characteristics of which challenge the notions of effective population size and generation time (Orive 1995; Fischer & Van Smouse 1994; Yonezawa et al. 2004). Moreover, a clear concept of the unit (genetic individual) on which evolutionary forces are acting is lacking (Orive 1995; Fischer & Van Kleunen 2002) for clonal species.

Examination of the genetic structure of populations is rooted in a comparison of the extent of genetic variability among individuals within populations, as well as differences among the populations, typically assessed using appropriate molecular markers applied to statistically representative samples of individuals. Hypervariable markers such as microsatellites are commonly considered to be the markers of choice in assessing the genetic variability and structure of populations. This is particularly true in the case of clonal organisms, for which they allow, in a given sample, proper assessment of the individual level through the isolation of distinct multi-locus genotypes or lineages, which is a prerequisite for estimating variability and structure in clonal populations. Furthermore, most evaluations of genetic composition of clonal (and non-clonal) populations are based on summary statistics, such as heterozygosity or fixation indices, that do not consider the distribution of genetic distances among the sampled individuals. In fact, except in the case of co-ancestry coefficients mostly used to assess spatial autocorrelation, inter-individual distances are not commonly used in the literature (Douvokinoff & Dodd 2003; Meirmans & Van Tienderen 2004).

The depiction of a population structure as a concerted representation of the genetic distances between agents indicates that a network approach is suitable for examination of the genetic structure of populations in which the links between agents depend on the genetic difference between them. The use of networks to graphically represent genetic relationships has emerged as a useful tool in cases in which the nodes are haplotypes (Templeton et al. 1992; Excoffier & Smouse 1994; Posada & Crandall 2001; Cassens et al. 2003; Rueness et al. 2003; Morrison 2005) or populations (Dyer & Nason 2004). Here, we propose a network representation of the genetic structure of populations of a clonal organism, focused on the genetic individuals (in clonal plants designed as ‘genets’, extending clonally by growing new shoots also called ‘ramets’) as the interacting agents. We represent the intra-population genetic similarities among the genetic individuals as networks. In addition, we go one step further from the simple graphical representation of genetic relationships, and quantitatively analyse the properties of the resulting networks using tools (see §5) successfully applied to other problems (Proulx et al. 2005) such as the characterization of food webs (Dunne et al. 2002a,b) and the analysis of protein (Jeong et al. 2001) or gene (Davidson et al. 2002) interactions.

We demonstrate this approach using a clonal seagrass species (Posidonia oceanica) for which a large dataset, including microsatellite data for approximately 1500 shoots sampled from 37 populations across the Mediterranean, is available. We first propose a metric for genetic distances among individuals based on their observed multi-locus microsatellite genotypes, which allows us to describe the spectrum of genetic diversity within populations. We then explore the biological processes that yield the observed spectra, and use this knowledge to topologically represent the population as a network, from which structural diagnostics are then derived.

2. AVAILABLE DATA

2.1. Model species

Posidonia oceanica is a clonal marine angiosperm restricted to the Mediterranean Sea, where it develops extensive meadows ranging from 0 to 40 m in depth (Hemminga & Duarte 2000). It is a very slow-growing organism, with the clones extending horizontally through the growth of rhizomes at approximately 2 cm yr⁻¹, developing shoots (ramets, the individual module repeated to develop clones) at intervals of approximately 5–10 cm. This monoecious species (i.e. both male and female flowers on the same shoot; Hemminga & Duarte 2000) is characterized by sparse episodes of sexual reproduction. Individual P. oceanica shoots (ramets) live for up to 50 years, and the clones have been aged to over 1000 years (Hemminga & Duarte 2000). The plants are experiencing basin-wide decline and are subject to specific protection and conservation measures (Marbá et al. 1996; Moreno et al. 2001; Marba et al. 2005).

2.2. Multi-locus microsatellite genotypes

Approximately 40 P. oceanica shoots were sampled in each of 37 localities ranging, from west to east, from the Spanish Mediterranean coast to Cyprus (table 2 in the electronic supplementary material), encompassing a distance range of approximately 3500 km. In all the meadows, shoots were collected at randomly drawn coordinates across an area of 20 m × 80 m. Then a meristem portion of each shoot was removed, desiccated and preserved in silica crystals.

Genomic DNA was isolated following a standard CTAB extraction procedure (Doyle & Doyle 1987). The 37 meadows were analysed with the most efficient combination (Alberto et al. 2003; Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005) of seven nuclear markers, using the conditions described by Arnaud-Haond et al. (Alberto et al. 2003; Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005). This set of microsatellite markers allows the unambiguous identification of clonal membership (Arnaud-Haond et al. 2005).

To avoid scoring errors, which would typically generate very small apparent genetic dissimilarities among individuals actually sharing the same multi-locus microsatellite genotype and would thus affect our estimates of genetic distance, all ramets with a distinct
genotype for only two or one alleles were re-genotyped for those loci to ascertain their dissimilarity or to correct for genotyping errors. The clonal or genotype diversity of a meadow was estimated as

\[ R = \frac{G - 1}{N - 1}, \]

where \( G \) is the number of multi-locus genotypes discriminated (considered as many distinct genets) and \( N \) is the number of samples (i.e. ramets) analysed for the meadow.

The spatial autocorrelation in those meadows was tested for using the kinship coefficient proposed by Ritland (1996, 2000) and the \( Sp \) statistics proposed by Vekemans & Hardy (2004). Using the slope of the autocorrelogram (\( b_1 \)) and the average kinship in the smallest distance class (\( F_1 \)), the \( Sp \) statistics is described as follows:

\[ Sp = \frac{-b_1}{1 - F_1}. \]

The significance of \( Sp \) values is tested for using a 1000 permutation test, assigning randomly one of the existing coordinates to each genet at each step (Arnaud-Haond & Belkhir 2007).

3. SIMILARITY METRICS

In order to characterize the genetic structure of the different populations, some measure of genetic similarity among ramets is needed yielding a distance of zero between identical genotypes. In our particular case, where the underlying data are based on multilocus microsatellite genotypes, one ramet is characterized by a series of pairs of microsatellite repetitions at \( k \) loci with \( k = 7 \) in our case.

More specifically, the genotype of a particular ramet, called \( A \), is represented as

\[ A = (a_1, A_1)(a_2, A_2)\cdots(a_k, A_k), \]

where \( a_i \) and \( A_i \) are the allele length (in number of nucleotides) in both chromosomes at locus \( i \).

Given a second ramet, \( B \), with genotype

\[ B = (b_1, B_1)(b_2, B_2)\cdots(b_k, B_k), \]

we define a dissimilarity degree between \( A \) and \( B \) at locus \( i \) as

\[ d_i(A,B) = \min(|A_i - B_i| + |a_i - b_i|, |A_i - b_i| + |a_i - B_i|), \]

which provides a parsimonious (i.e. minimal) representation of the genetic distance, understood as the difference in allele length, between samples \( A \) and \( B \). This distance is somehow similar to the Manhattan distance, defined in geometry as the distance between two points measured along axes at right angles, as if we order the alleles at each locus in such a way that \( a_i < A_i \) and \( b_i < B_i \), then the minimal (\( \min \)) function always selects its first argument. We define genetic distance among ramets by averaging the contributions from all loci

\[ D(A,B) = \frac{1}{k} \sum_{i=1}^{k} d_i, \]

which provides the degree of global dissimilarity between \( A \) and \( B \). Since we have \( D(A, A) = 0 \), genetically identical individuals (clones or genets) are at zero distance according to this definition.

To the best of our knowledge, the genetic distance metric \( D \) proposed here to characterize dissimilarities among diploid organisms has not been formally described as yet in the literature. It is, however (P. Meirmans 2006, personal communication), the distance definition implemented for calculating distances among diploid organisms in the widely used genetic software GENOTYPE (Meirmans & Van Tienderen 2004).

4. SIMULATIONS

In this work, we focused on the ranges of inter-individual genetic distances generated within the population to underline the intra-population factors (clonality, mutation and mating system) that can account for such distances.

In order to estimate the impact of the mating system in particular, we performed computer simulations to explore the genetic distance between parents and offspring. For each meadow, we started the simulation with the ramets sampled and generated new sets of virtual ramets by implementing separately two classes of reproductive events: sexual reproduction within clones (i.e. selling) or among genetically different parents (i.e. outcrossing).

In the simulations modelling outcrossing, we randomly picked pairs of parents from the considered meadow and generated by sexual reproduction 100 new individuals, constituting the first generation. Sexual reproduction consisted in the construction of a new multi-locus genotype (offspring) by randomly selecting, for each locus, one of the two microsatellite repeats present in each of two distinct parental genets at that locus. This procedure was repeated by selecting parents from the first generation to produce a second generation, then we picked parents from the second one to produce a third generation and so on up to 12 generations. Once a new generation has been produced, we computed the distribution of genetic distances between its individuals and their corresponding ancestors placed at the original population (generation 0). The resulting distributions were characterized by their mean and s.d., and the process repeated 100 times, to improve by averaging the determination of the mean intergeneration distances for each meadow.

The simulations modelling selling were similar, except that a single parental genet was selected from the meadow to produce each offspring by random recombination of its two microsatellite repeats present at each locus. In this case, only one generation of 100 offspring was produced and the whole process was repeated 100 times to better estimate the mean selling distance between parent and offspring.

5. NETWORK ANALYSIS

In mathematical terms, a network is represented by a graph. A graph is a pair of sets \( G = \{ P, E \} \), where \( P \) is a set of \( N \) nodes and \( E \) is a set of edges connecting the nodes.
As explained below, we will analyse networks, associated to each population, in which the nodes are the genets, i.e. the different multi-locus genotypes found at the meadow, and the links are established among genets at a genetic distance smaller than a threshold \(D_{th}\). Each edge connects only two nodes \((P_i, P_j)\), and therefore can be assigned a weight or length equal to the distance or degree of dissimilarity between them \(D(P_i, P_j)\). Depending on the maximum value of the distance \(D_{th}\) allowed between two nodes for them to be connected, the range of possible networks is between a fully connected network (when all distances are accepted, and therefore all individuals are connected), or a network in which only identical nodes are connected \((D_{th}=0)\). Here, we chose to study for each population the network built by using as a threshold the average distance, \(\overline{d}\), found between parents and offspring in the simulations performed in that meadow to illustrate the pairwise genetic relationships within a ‘one generation’ path. It is worth noting here that the estimated percolation point of the networks in most populations (33 upon 37) is interestingly close to the \(\overline{d}\), but slightly lower in general (regression equation is \(y=-0.36+1.03x; r^2=0.78\) data not shown). The percolation point in a network is defined as the point (in our case, the value of the genetic distance) at which the largest connected part of the network becomes fragmented, in a well-defined mathematical sense (Havlin & Bunde 1996), i.e. most pairs of nodes are not connected by any possible link or path, and the network is therefore broken in several pieces made of small clusters or isolated nodes. This relationship between the percolation point and the estimated outcrossing distance suggests that precluding mechanisms generating distances slightly below the mean \(\overline{d}\) would lead to the fragmentation of the entire system. In fact, the cases where the percolation point coincides with or is superior to the \(\overline{d}\), estimated under the hypothesis of random rearrangement of gametes suggest the existence of departure from panmixia in the studied population. In some populations, the networks indeed appear to be fragmented or partially fragmented into clusters (connected components), possibly illustrating the occurrence of substructure in the meadows analysed. Inside a cluster, there is a path connecting any two nodes. On the contrary, there is no path connecting nodes belonging to different clusters. We define the quantity \(S\) as the size (number of nodes) of the biggest cluster in the network. We have \(S \leq N\).

5.2. Global properties

The clustering coefficient of the whole network is the average of all individual clustering coefficients. Another important descriptor of the network as a whole is the degree distribution \(P(k)\), defined as the proportion of nodes having degree \(k\). The average degree \((\langle k \rangle)\) may be derived from it.

The path length between any two nodes is defined as the minimal number of hops separating them. The diameter \(L\) of the network is the maximal path length present in the network. Finally, the density of links \(\rho\) is the ratio between the actual number of links present in the network and the number of links in a fully connected network (i.e. \(N(N-1)/2\)).

5.3. Random networks

In this work, we need to compare the networks observed with random networks having the same number of nodes and links. There are several ways to obtain a random network with a specific number of nodes and links. The standard random networks introduced by Erdős & Rényi (1959) simply distribute randomly the links between the nodes, keeping the number of nodes and links present in the original network for which significance is to be tested. However, this algorithm produces its own degree distribution, introducing a bias in the numerous cases where the degree distribution is not normal. To avoid this effect, the networks are usually randomized while keeping the degree distribution observed in the original network. In particular, starting from the original network, we picked two links and permuted the end nodes as described in Maslov & Sneppen (2002). By repeating this procedure, we obtained uncorrelated random networks with the original degree distribution that allow testing for the significance of the original parameters.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Genetic diversity spectrum

The meadows sampled differed greatly in clonal diversity, ranging from high monoclonal dominance (e.g. Es Castell, Spain, \(R=0.10\)) to highly diverse (e.g. Calabardina, Spain, \(R=0.88\); table 2 in the electronic supplementary material). The genetic distance between pairs of individuals within any population ranged from \(D=0\) for clonal mates to \(D=30\) for the most genetically divergent individuals present in any population. The distribution of \(D\) within any population is represented as a frequency distribution of all pairwise values, which we refer to as the genetic diversity spectrum (GDS) of each population. The GDS is analogous to the frequency distribution of pairwise differences used on some clonal organism to detail the influence of clonality, as well as possible somatic mutations or scoring errors (Douvoukonkoff & Dodd 2003; Van der Hulst et al. 2003; Meirmans & Van Tienderen 2004). Nevertheless, we propose here to extend its interpretation beyond that particular application, using simulations to screen for the influence of some of the evolutionary forces that can contribute to shape the pattern of genetic diversity at the intra-population scale.
In particular, we examine the importance of the mating system (outcrossing, selfing), which influences the way alleles are transmitted from one generation to the next, thereby playing a central role in the changing of allele frequencies across generations.

The GDS of the populations studied showed a range of shapes across populations (figure 1 and electronic supplementary material, figure 5). Three of the populations sampled (namely Es Castell, Cala Fornells and Es Port) showed spectra indicative of a strongly clonal composition, characterized by a large spike at zero distance corresponding to the null distance between ramets pertaining to the same genetic individual, and discrete peaks located at characteristic genetic distances between the few distinct clones present in the population (figure 1a). Most of the populations sampled, however, are characterized by a broad, bimodal GDS (e.g. figure 1b), with a smaller (and broader) mode at zero distance, indicating the existence of nearly identical individuals forming clones, and a mode at higher distances within a broad, skewed, bell-shaped distribution.

The common characteristic features of the GDS from the different P. oceanica populations were highlighted by producing a mean GDS, obtained by averaging the GDS across all sampled populations. The resulting normalized histogram, which we call GDS across all sampled populations. The resulting normalized histogram, which we call

\[ G_{\text{DS}}(d) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_{\text{DS}}(d_{i}) \]

where \( G_{\text{DS}}(d) \) is the normalized frequency at distance \( d \), and \( n \) is the number of populations sampled. The error bars indicate the SE for each bin. The upper index \( i \) indicates the number of generations apart for which the distance has been measured (1, 4, 8 and 12 generations).

Among individuals can be mostly assigned to clonal reproduction. In contrast, the processes generating specific classes of greater genetic distances are less apparent. However, this knowledge is essential for understanding, from a biological and mechanistic point of view, the implications of the observed (GDS) on the prevalence of various mechanisms that generate genetic diversity and structure within the population. The simulations performed allowed us to explore the range of genetic distances between parents and offspring, depending on the reproductive mode. The mean, across the populations examined, simulated genetic distance (± s.e.) generated by selling and outcrossing was 1.97 ± 0.16 and 3.43 ± 0.17, respectively (figure 2). The characteristic genetic distance generated by simulated outcrossing (\( \delta_{oc}^{1} \)) is close to the modal \( \beta \) peak of the GDS (figure 2), suggesting that outcrossing is the main mechanism generating genetic diversity within the populations of this species. In contrast, the characteristic genetic distance generated by selling (\( \delta_{s} \)) is located at the edge of the depression between the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) peaks in the GDS (figure 2), implying a low contribution of selling in generating genetic distances in the meadows, and therefore a limited rate of selling when compared with outcrossing and clonality.

Observation of the (GDS) also suggests that caution should be exercised when interpreting the valley between the \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) peaks in the spectrum of genetic diversity within populations.
distances in terms of somatic mutations or scoring errors, as proposed for obligatory outcrossing species (Douvoukoff & Dodd 2003; Van der Hulst et al. 2003), when dealing with possibly self-fertilizing species. A small genetic distance can also be generated by selfing, a possibility that should be considered along with the more probable explanation that these distances arise from somatic mutations or scoring errors. In the case of possible self-fertilizers, simulations may be useful in defining the range of distances that can be generated sexually and the threshold below which clonality may be assumed. After such simulations in the case of P. oceanica, the uncommon distances between 0.29 and 0.86 (corresponding to 2–6 nt for the case of seven loci genotypes) are still unlikely (data not shown) under a mixed mating system, with the selfing rate not exceeding the proportion expected on the basis of clone size (in terms of the number of shoots). Since we are confident that the double-checking procedure applied to the first dataset allowed the correction of most scoring errors, these small distances must be mostly generated by somatic mutations accumulated in the process of multiple clonal reproductive events. Indeed, P. oceanica clones are extremely long-lived, with clones dated to millennia (Hemminga & Duarte 2000, over which clones would have divided multiple times, hence providing opportunities for somatic mutations. Indeed, the frequency of individuals at distances between strictly clonal (D = 0) and the minimum observed in between the α and β peaks (D = 1.43) also declines sharply, as expected from the low probability of accumulated mutations.

Finally, the mean genetic distances from ancestors to offspring located n generations apart, obtained from simulations, increase very slowly with n, reaching an asymptote after approximately eight generations (figure 3). Comparison between the largest distances obtained by simulations and those observed on the (GDS) shows that the end of the distribution tail is not likely to be accounted for by sexual reproduction within the population. These distances are not likely to be generated by the random rearrangement of alleles during outcrossing or selfing over generations, but rather by external factors that generate diversity. The most probable process is a very low rate of immigration from other populations, which can suddenly introduce individuals genetically very distinct from those present in the population. However, examination of the contribution of immigration requires GDS evaluation across the entire distribution range of the species, rather than population-specific analyses such as that presented here.

6.2. Network representation of the GDS

The discussion above indicates that the GDS is best conceptualized as the result of genetic exchanges among a network of individual genets. Network analysis may, thus, provide a step forward in topologically characterizing the genetic relationships between population constituents depicted in the GDS. A first step to construct such a network is to define the threshold genetic distance (Dth) representing closely genetically connected individuals, characterized by between-individual distances less than or equal to Dth. Based on analysis of the GDS, we choose to represent Dth by the one-generation outcrossing distance (i.e. Dth = δoc), which approximately corresponds to the β peak in the GDS of each population and is also very closely related to the percolation point. The network resulting from the connection of individuals at distances less than or equal to Dth represents the links among individuals that are approximately up to a generation apart, on the understanding that the genetic distance is only an operational proxy for the kinship among the individuals. In this work, the nodes in our networks are different genetic individuals, or genets, but we comment that networks of ramets can also be constructed, with a topology straightforwardly related to the one considered here.

As for the shape, the highly clonal population appears as a simple diagram of separate families with two or more clones each (figure 4a). In contrast, the network corresponding to the more diverse population is readily characterized by greater connectivity, showing a number of closely connected groups (subfamilies) linked together by connections to a small set of central individuals, which act as links connecting the different families (figure 4b,c). In addition, we can distinguish fragmented (figure 4d) from connected (figure 4f) networks.

Comparing the properties, the largest component, S, of each network contains most of the individuals of each meadow (table 1). The average degree of network connectivity ⟨k⟩ also differs greatly among populations (from 1.20 to 8.74, table 1), with an overall average connectivity degree of 5.11, indicating that each individual is connected to, on average, five others. To indicate the significance of these numbers, we note that from the data in table 1, the quantity ⟨k⟩/(G−1) which is the average proportion of the genet population connected to a given individual, ranges between...
There is an interesting parallel between the substructure revealed by the networks shape and parameters, and the occurrence of spatial autocorrelation (Arnaud-Haond et al. in press) in some meadows (Cala Jonquet, Acqua Azzura 5; figure 4). Indeed, autocorrelation is used to detect patterns of limited dispersion revealed by a significant relationship between genetic and geographical distance, but a significant pattern primarily implies a substructure of the population in clusters of closely related individuals. This is very clearly illustrated by the shape of the networks, particularly in meadows where a strong pattern was detected such as Cala Jonquet (figure 4b), where two subfamilies of five and nine highly interconnected individuals are linked together by a tiny path of three links and two intermediate nodes/individuals. However, failure to detect significant spatial autocorrelation does not imply the absence of subfamilies in the population, but only a lack of relationship between this genetic structure and geographical distance, or else low statistical power. Exploration of the network of individuals can therefore reveal the existence of a substructure of the meadows in various families, if it exists, even when no pattern of spatial autocorrelation can be detected due to a lack of relationship between genetic and geographical distances. This is what is observed in most populations (table 1) where a small world topology was detected, and the networks typically illustrate structures composed by highly connected subfamilies (or clusters) inter-connected by few central nodes.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here illustrate a novel approach, based on analysis of the spectrum of genetic diversity, to examine the population genetic structure of clonal organisms and for the depiction of inter-individual genetic distances by a network. As underlined by Dyer & Nason (2004), there are two fundamental distinctions between the classical genetic summary statistics, which involve decomposing variance, and the use of graphs. In the latter case, we do not impose predefined hierarchical models that constrain the range of temporal scales and evolutionary processes that can be accurately screened, but rather take advantage of all the information contained in the dataset to let the data define their own topology and eventually offer a visual illustration. Here, we went one step further than graphical illustration by detailing the network properties using statistical tools specific to network analyses to extract key information on the hierarchical genetic structure in the population studied. This approach can be extended to explore the genetic structure of virtually any populations beyond the specific case of a marine clonal plant examined here. In doing so, many new elements have been introduced, such as a parsimony metric of distance among individual diploid organisms, the basis for the construction of the spectrum of genetic diversity. We also used simple simulations to explore the partition of the contribution of different processes to the genetic diversity contained in the spectrum, and topological representations of networks of genetic relationships derived from the spectrum of genetic diversity.
diversity to formally explore the properties of the resulting network. Each of these novel approaches is rooted in earlier developments in different fields such as computational population genetics (Meirmans & Van Tienderen 2004), population genetics (Bowcock et al. 1994; Dyer & Nason 2004), and network analysis developed in the realm of complex-systems theory (Watts & Strogatz 1998; Albert & Barabasi 2002; Maslov & Sneppen 2002), but are brought together here to provide a synthetic parsimony analysis of population genetic structures.

This interdisciplinary effort has allowed us to derive key features of the population genetics of the clonal species studied, such as the low contribution of somatic mutations and selling to genetic diversity, and the inference, derived from examination of the spectrum of genetic diversity and subsequent network analysis, that P. oceanica populations show a rather high kinship level and low immigration of propagules produced in other meadows. The network illustration allowed us to underline the high degree of substructure in some meadows, clearly composed of several families. The network illustration allowed us to describe P. oceanica populations as following a typical small-world network shape, a feature already widely described in complex systems such as the world wide web and social networks (26), characterized by small diameters. A closer inspection to networks topology reveals that most of the
meadows are composed by separated subgroups (families) interconnected through few ‘central’ nodes.

The analysis of multiple populations has allowed elucidation of the considerable variability in the spectra of genetic diversity among populations, while identifying characteristic features in the spectrum. It would be very interesting to explore the methodology presented here by using alternative distances at the intra-population scale, depending on the question to be addressed. The approach demonstrated here can be extended to a wide range of organisms to explore genetic structure for a number of purposes. For instance, the topology of the genetic network for pathogens may help reveal important properties such as the clustering of strains, particularly when unusual transmission of genetic material such as lateral transfer are suspected to occur, and elucidate the evolutionary processes that shaped different lineages. The results presented here reveal the spectral and network analysis of genetic diversity as a promising tool to ascertain the genetic structure of populations and the role of different processes in shaping it.
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